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Abstract
This article provides insight into the management of brands that are also people by unpacking the interdependencies that exist
between people and brands and focusing on the qualities that make person-brands human rather than on the qualities that make
them brands. Using the extended case method to examine 20 years of public data about the Martha Stewart brand, the authors
highlight the interdependent relationship between the person and the brand—in particular, consistency and balance—and identify
four aspects of the person that can upset these interdependencies: mortality, hubris, unpredictability, and social embeddedness.
Mortality and hubris can cause imbalance, but with the right skills and structures, these factors can be proactively managed.
Inconsistency in the meanings of the person versus the brand can derive from the person’s unpredictability and social
embeddedness and compromise brand value, but it may also enhance brand value by adding needed intimacy and authenticity. This
two-bodied conceptualization suggests renewed management principles and contributes to branding theory through identification
of the doppelgänger within, new brand strength facets, and emphasis on risk versus returns.
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A popular contemporary marketing strategy involves the devel-

opment of brands that are at once also real people, a phenom-

enon variously referred to as human branding (Moulard,

Garrity, and Rice 2015; Thomson 2006), person branding

(Bendisch, Larsen, and Trueman 2013; Parmentier, Fischer,

and Reuber 2013), and celebrity branding (Dion and Arnould

2011; Kerrigan et al. 2011). Person-brands are standard fare in

fields such as fashion (Calvin Klein), entertainment (Mary-

Kate and Ashley Olsen), and sports (LeBron James), where the

talents of well-known personas provide equity credentials to

establish and extend product brands (Lieb 2013). The strategy

has evolved to include lifestyle spheres such as homemaking

(Martha Stewart), food (Anthony Bourdain), and travel (Rick

Steves). As the paradigms for marketing and entertainment

increasingly collide and internet technologies bestow celebrity

credentials to anyone performing on social media (Boyd 2014),

the need for insights into brands that are also people grows.

Early research efforts into person-brand phenomena derive

from the study of celebrity endorsements within an information

processing framework, in which extensive literature details halo

effects of celebrity association on brand attitude and purchase.

Mechanisms of classical conditioning (Keel and Nataraajan

2012), affect transfer (Till, Stanley, and Priluck 2008), and

meaning transfer (Miller and Allen 2012) explain how celebri-

ties affect brand strength. Perceived fit between person

and brand attributes is a central moderator of the results.

Well-accepted strategies are those that ensure alignment through

careful selection of a celebrity who matches product attributes

(Erdogan, Baker, and Tagg 2001). These theories emphasize the

notion of matching of the components of brand and person with-

out considering their interdependence and dynamic interplay.

Bendisch, Larsen, and Trueman (2013) recognize this issue in

the context of chief executive officer (CEO) brands and identify

an urgent need to understand the tensions that arise between the

celebrity as CEO, the person as human, and management’s view

of the brand. Is there more at play than person and brand attribute

fit in the interconnected person-brand?

To answer this, we take inspiration from research highlight-

ing the power of anthropomorphism, whereby inanimate
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objects such as brands are transformed with the addition of

human-like characteristics (Aggarwal and McGill 2012). Mal-

one and Fiske (2013) also emphasize value in a focus on the

essential human qualities in the inanimate brand and provide

strong support for the persistence of people’s basic motiva-

tional tendencies toward warmth and competence in brand

interactions. Although previous research on person-brand phe-

nomena has yielded much insight, the fundamental human

quality of the brand—its relation to the person and his or her

physical realities and limitations by virtue of being human—

has not received focal attention in theory or practice.

Using Kantorowicz’s (1957) theory of the king’s two bod-

ies, which we introduce into the marketing literature (for con-

tributions in the French marketing literature, see Heilbrunn

[2006] and Dion and De Boissieu [2013]), we highlight two

components—the person and the brand—that are inextricably

united within the person-brand. By expressly theorizing two

inseparable and interdependent components of person-brands,

we allow for deeper reflection on their fundamental nature and

consideration of the shifting relationships between the two

bodies that current research and practice lacks.

Through an interpretive analysis of data reflecting the public

enactment of the Martha Stewart person-brand across its life

cycle, we focus attention on both the nature of the interdepen-

dencies between person and brand and the underexplored

human-side qualities of the construct. We identify four aspects

of the person—mortality, hubris, unpredictability, and social

embeddedness—that can present challenges to management by

upsetting specific interdependent relationships between the per-

son-brand’s two bodies. Our theoretical model illuminates how

the four person aspects can result in either imbalance, defined as

when the influence of either the person or the brand is privileged

over the other, or inconsistency, defined as when the meanings

of the person and the brand are not in agreement. (Im)balance

and (in)consistency serve as mediating processes governing the

effects of the person on brand performance. We find that mor-

tality and hubris can lead to imbalance between the two bodies,

which introduces risk when unmitigated. The unpredictability

and social embeddedness of the person can introduce inconsis-

tencies in the meanings of person versus brand and can compro-

mise brand value through increased risk, but it may also enhance

brand value by adding needed intimacy and authenticity. Our

framework allows us to develop a theoretical model of the two-

bodied person-brand from which we explore marketing

approaches for mitigating brand risks, depending on whether the

risks stem from imbalance or inconsistency.

What We Know (and Don’t Know)
About Person-Brands

A review of relevant research on person-brand phenomena in

marketing, communications, strategy, and organizational beha-

vior reveals the first literature gap noted in the introduction: a

lack of explicit attention to the interdependent relationship

between person and brand. We introduce the hyphenated con-

cept of the person-brand to refer to an entity that is at once a

person and a commercialized brand offering, wherein both the

person and the brand are referenced using the same brand nam-

ing convention. Ralph Lauren is a person-brand because the

person and brand (and in this case, the company as well) share

the same name on products sold at retail, and these objects are

entwined in the public eye. We include a hyphen to expressly

indicate the inherent interdependency between and equal weight

of these two components in the unified person-brand entity

(Kantorowicz 1957). The person-brand construct captures in a

simple way the dual nature of these entities as both people and

brands, and it is broader than Thomson’s (2006, p. 104) human

brand definition, which focuses on celebrity (“well-known per-

sonas who serve as the subject of marketing communications”).

Although the dualistic construal is inherent in Parmentier,

Fischer, and Reuber’s (2013) person-brand concept, their con-

struct applies narrowly to those seeking professional advance-

ment. We focus on commercialized entities sold as products in

the marketplace and consider only person-brands based on real

people and not fictional characters (e.g., Betty Crocker).

Our review reveals the second literature gap: an implicit

focus on person-brands as brands at the expense of their explicit

consideration as humans. With the exception of a few articles

(Dion and Arnould 2011, 2016), research on person-brands and

related phenomena uses the same frameworks as those used for

Harley-Davidson or Coca-Cola, with recommendations based on

principles designed for products or services. One of the earliest

works on person-branding provides tools for building profes-

sional brands using the four Ps and other established brand mar-

keting frameworks (Rein, Kotler, and Stoller 1997). Parmentier,

Fischer, and Reuber (2013) also frame person-brand develop-

ment as a brand management problem governed simply by the

logics of traditional branding: brand positioning, points of parity,

points of difference, and brand awareness. Bendisch, Larsen, and

Trueman (2013) explore whether, why, and how CEOs can be

legitimately considered brands with equity in their own right.

These frameworks lack a viewpoint specific to the nature and

process of person-brands. Just as the relationship with a coun-

try’s monarchy is created through the connections of the people

with its sovereign (Otnes and Maclaran 2015), so too does the

person offer a unique and essential source of connection between

a person-brand and its consumers (Thomson 2006). Using this

logic, we argue that shifting focus to what makes a person-brand

human, rather than what can make a person-brand a brand, pro-

vides a needed path to theoretical and managerial insights.

Third, although marketing practitioners and scholars gener-

ally focus on brands as top-line revenue generators, the poten-

tial for risk may be what most distinguishes person-brands.

Research considering the risks of person-branding focuses on

reputation risks derived from wrongdoings and the crisis man-

agement activities that ensue (Behr and Beeler-Norrholm 2006;

Bhattacharjee, Berman, and Reed 2013; Farrell et al. 2000).

Work in this space gives rise to contracting solutions and insur-

ance riders that protect brands against inevitable human frail-

ties (Erdogan and Drollinger 2008). Organization theorists

emphasize the role of executive perceptions about risk such

that the potential for crisis can be appreciated and adequate
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resources allocated (Pearson and Clair 1998). Mortality risk is

also recognized in prior writings, and market mechanisms

such as death insurance attempt to control this (Erdogan and

Drollinger 2008). Person-brand scholars have begun to con-

sider additional strategies for managing mortality risk through

transfers of skill to person successors or franchisees (Dion and

Arnould 2011, 2016). To control risk, accepted wisdom advo-

cates for reducing dependence on the person to increase sus-

tainability of the brand. This assumes that the person and the

brand can and should be separated. But, if the person and

brand are inseparable, as Kantorowicz (1957) theorizes, are

these managerial insights applicable? Might there be addi-

tional risks beyond reputation and mortality for healthy

person-brands?

The literature provides mixed messages about the risk/return

profiles of person-brands. On the plus side, research has shown

that consumers can relate to person-brands in ways that are

difficult or impossible for inanimate brands, and this can trans-

late into trusting and committed relationships (Thomson 2006).

Person-brands can benefit from authenticity, which drives trial

and revenue growth (Moulard, Garrity, and Rice 2015; Thom-

son 2006). The quality of celebrity adds cultural meaning to

person-brands that enables richer brand connections

(McCracken 1989). Additional benefits include increased tol-

erance of and insulation from the transgressions that engaged in

by person-brands (Bhattacharjee, Berman, and Reed 2013).

These perceptual advantages can translate to marketplace per-

formance, whereby prominently connecting a person to a

brand, product, or firm (through corporate naming conventions

or celebrity CEOs) yields positive stock returns (Agrawal and

Kamakura 1995; Ranft et al. 2006).

Balancing this work is research acknowledging the risks

associated with people who are also brands. As we have noted,

person-brands suffer increased chances for “undesirable

events” including injury and death. They manifest reputation

risks through their potential for misconduct (Behr and Beeler-

Norrholm 2006). The burdens of celebrity can encourage

unrealistic shareholder expectations (Wade et al. 2008). Celeb-

rity CEOs often suffer from overconfidence in past actions and

future abilities, which can cloud their decisions (Sinha, Inkson,

and Barker 2012). For these and other reasons, connecting

people to brands has been shown to yield negative stock

returns (Farrell et al. 2000). This characteristic high-risk/

high-return profile commands an informed theoretical frame-

work beyond that offered by crisis management that is capable

of guiding actions to control ongoing risks to the company and

brand.

In summary, we focus on the inherent interdependencies of

person and brand, as this neglected perspective has the poten-

tial to shed new insights. While acknowledging that the brand

can also affect the person-brand, we put the human squarely

into our theorizing to understand how the person—for the good

and for the bad—affects the management of person-brands.

Next, we introduce the theory of interdependence that we draw

from in our research.

The Theory of the King’s Two Bodies

To understand person-brands in the context of their manifesta-

tion as people and the tensions of being at once people and

brands, we turn to a medieval legal theory of the king’s two

bodies (Kantorowicz 1957). This theory outlines how a king can

be both a mortal human being who will die and a legal concept

that sustains. A central premise is that when one king dies, the

notion of “the king” lives on in another person’s body. Kantor-

owicz defines the two bodies as (1) the body natural, which is the

physical body, subject to mortality and the vehicle on which

relationships with the people rest, and (2) the body politic, the

public persona or “soul,” which is immortal and thus superior to

the body natural as it can be transferred to another body on death.

These concepts are analogous to the person and the brand.

A key tenet in Kantorowicz’s (1957) theory is that the body

natural and body politic are not independent but united as one

in the body corporate, which needs both entities to be complete

and sustain itself. Without the body politic, the body natural has

no identity in the public eye; without the body natural, the body

politic cannot connect with constituents; the two are inextric-

ably interdependent. Kantorowicz’s theory is concerned with

ways to govern the two bodies’ entwinement. Kantorowicz

stresses that the king acts at times in his own self-interest and

sometimes in the interest of his position as king, creating an

inherent source of tension between the two bodies and suggest-

ing vulnerability and risk. Notably, the body natural strives for

dominance and operates with humans’ self-interest-seeking

characteristic. The body politic can also work against the body

natural, as in the situation where, for the kingship to survive, a

particular king must be dethroned. Although the body politic is

given legal precedence, because an individual king can be over-

thrown to save the kingship, overall governance is designed to

provide continuity of the body corporate through a relative

equilibrium between the two bodies.

We apply Kantorowicz’s (1957) ideas to understand the nature,

process, and management of person-brands. We conceptualize the

body natural as the person him- or herself, the body politic as the

constructed brand, and the body corporate as the unified entity we

call the person-brand. The body natural connects with consumers

and stands as the primary source of brand strength, yet the body

politic is what is typically managed. We use the two bodies as the

theoretical lens to explore the human qualities of person-brands

and the tensions arising between the person and brand that com-

pose that entity. This logic—that the person and brand are insepar-

able and in need of governance recognizing their

interdependency—is novel in the literature on person-brands.

Research Context: The Martha Stewart
Person-Brand

The context in which we explore the person-brand phenomenon is

Martha Stewart, “one of the new breed of branded humans”

(Klein 1999, p. 2). We focus on Martha Stewart as an ideal exem-

plar of the person-brand concept: “a textbook example of the

fragility of a brand invested in a human being” (Li 2003). Stewart
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plays a central and visible role as the face of the brand and serves

as the primary public interface for all brand articulations; Stew-

art’s corporation and product lines all bear her name. This section

situates Stewart in the cultural context and familiarizes the reader

with key moments in the development of this person-brand.

Stewart first registered on the cultural landscape in the late

1970s as a caterer and retailer and, before long, appeared in the

pages of Family Circle and New York Times. As 60 Minutes

described it, Stewart was selling taste; she helped consumers

enact a certain vision of the successful upper-middle-class life

and the role of homemaking within it. At the core of Stewart’s

brand promise was the notion of perfection. Stewart was, by her

own account, a “maniacal perfectionist” who had “proven that

being a perfectionist can be profitable” (Stewart 2000c).

Among consumers, perfection was a double-edged sword:

“Women could not possibly achieve Martha Stewartness; it’s

a setup for a fall” (NPR 1997).

The person-brand grew steadily, with a major step forward

from a Martha Stewart–branded 1987 housewares line sold

through Kmart. This deal exposed the person-brand to a mass-

market audience, and in 1990, Time Warner took notice and

launched the monthly Martha Stewart Living magazine. In

1993, Stewart expanded her media empire with weekly how-to

television and radio programs as well as a syndicated TV series

Martha Stewart Living. In October 1999, Martha Stewart Living

Omnimedia Inc. (MSLO) went public in a highly successful offer-

ing with Stewart as chairperson, chief creative officer, and CEO

and holding a controlling 61% stake in the firm (Byron 2002).

Sharon Patrick, MSLO president and chief operating officer,

described the business model: “We’ve made a business out of

Martha’s life” (Stewart and Patrick 1999). Stewart expanded, “I

am not Martha Stewart the person anymore, I’m Martha Stewart

the lifestyle. I am Martha Stewart the brand” (Byron 2002, p. 123).

Inside MSLO, Stewart stood as unquestioned authority: “The

company bases everything we do on the way I feel about things”

(Harvard Magazine 2001).

Stewart quickly gained celebrity status as a cultural icon.

Her life became the subject of made-for-television movies

(Martha, Inc.: The Story of Martha Stewart) and popular bio-

graphies (Just Desserts). Stewart served as judge of the Miss

America pageant, contestant on Celebrity Jeopardy!, and talk

show host on NPR’s Click and Clack. Parodies abounded in

outlets such as Saturday Night Live and sites including AmIAn-

noying.com. By 2001, after 30 years in the making, the Martha

Stewart brand stood as one of the worlds’ strongest, with high

levels of brand loyalty and resonance in popular culture.

This situation changed radically in 2002, when Stewart

was investigated and later jailed for insider trading and

obstruction of justice in what was dubbed “the ImClone

scandal.” When news of the investigation surfaced, MSLO

stock dropped 23%, bringing the company to one-quarter of

its initial public offering (IPO) value. This much-publicized

crisis destroyed over 70% of MSLO’s market value in the

short run and precipitated ten straight years of losses. Stewart

staged a comeback in 2006 when released from jail, but the

brand never fully recovered. Per Young & Rubicam’s Brand

Asset Valuator (BAV) data, the brand dropped significantly in

relevance and esteem in the wake of ImClone and never

regained precrisis levels (BAVGroup 2018). In June 2015,

MSLO was purchased by licensor Sequential Brands Group

for $353 million dollars, less than one-quarter of the com-

pany’s value (Bogage 2015). Analysts pointed toward the

challenges of using a living person as the core of a brand and

cited Stewart’s inability to give up brand control as reasons

for MSLO’s demise (Carr and Deutsch 2004; Shein 2014). We

explore Martha Stewart the person-brand by examining the

interconnected nature of the person and brand and the risks

that ensue from this interdependency.

Research Methodology

To investigate the nature of person-brands and how the person

and brand interact with each other, we conducted an analysis of

the Martha Stewart person-brand using the extended case

method (ECM; Burawoy 1998). This is a favored methodology

for interpretive research because it overcomes limitations of

grounded theory by engaging with the larger social contexts in

which phenomena occur (Allen 2002; Arnould and Mohr 2005).

Rather than introduce a new theoretical frame, ECM starts with

an existing one (in this case, Kantorowicz’s [1957] two-bodied

theory) and advocates alternating between the data and theory to

reconceptualize the theory. While ECM is our overarching meth-

odology, we analyze data that span a 20-year horizon and also

incorporate tenets of a longitudinal, historical interpretive

approach (Golder 2000; Karababa and Ger 2011).

Using the logic of ECM and following the guidance of

interpretive marketing researchers (Arnould, Price, and Moisio

2006), we focus on one exemplar, Martha Stewart, to investi-

gate the phenomenon of interest. This strategy allows for deep

immersion into the context and a resulting thick description

(Geertz 1975) that could not be achieved by working in a multi-

brand context. The approach is in line with marketing scholar-

ship that develops theoretical insight from the study of single

cases (Giesler 2012; Martin and Schouten 2014).

Like other marketing and management scholars who build

theory by analyzing data from events in the published historical

record (Golder 2000; Humphreys and Thompson 2014), we

focus on secondary sources and archival data and trace how

the Martha Stewart person-brand is enacted in various media

over time. Our data set consists of publicly available depictions

of Martha Stewart, both the person and the brand, from 1997,

two years before MSLO incorporated, to 2016, a year after its

sale to Sequential Brands (see the Web Appendix). In total, we

examine 2,216 records, with data in four broad content classes:

MSLO branded data (1,392 records); content from Martha

Stewart the person, outside formal MSLO structures (40

records); content created by cultural meaning makers, not the

person or the brand (766 records); and secondary data on brand

performance and competition (18 records).

Content from the MSLO brand breaks down as follows: 342

records featuring MSLO-branded content appearing in the form of

company-edited books, web postings (on MarthaStewart.com,
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MSLO.com, and MarthabyMail.com), regular and special edition

magazines and covers (Martha Stewart Living, Body & Soul,

Everyday Food, Pet Keeping), TV/radio episodes and series

(e.g., Martha, Martha Stewart Living, The Martha Stewart Show,

ABC’s The Early Show), and TV specials such as the two-hour

Martha Stewart Christmas Dream; 582 Stewart-authored feature

articles appearing in Martha Stewart Living and TheMarthaBlog.-

com, orbooks with recycled MSLO content published under Stew-

art’s name; and 468 MSLO company communications, including

press releases (389), U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) filings (53), and annual reports (16). Data generated by

Martha Stewart the person outside the formal structures of MSLO

include 13 TV and radio interviews with Stewart on Larry King

Live, 20/20, ABC News, NPR’s Fresh Air, Oprah, and 60 Minutes;

5 appearances in cultural contexts including NPR’s CarTalk,

Jeopardy!, Miss America, and business conferences; 14 solo-

authored books; and content from the MarthaTalks.com personal

website and TV shows including The Apprentice: Martha Stewart.

Data produced by cultural meaning makers outside the purview of

MSLO or Martha Stewart include 646 news articles, primarily

from the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and other

high-profile business and lifestyle magazines; 82 web and TV

parodies on Saturday Night Live, CBS’s Sunday Morning, and

websites such as AmIAnnoying.com; 27 books, TV segments,

movies, and articles about Stewart produced by A&E Biography,

Entertainment Tonight!, and True Hollywood Story; and 11 finan-

cial analyst reports. We also accessed competitive benchmarking

information and indications of Martha Stewart brand performance

including stock prices on Finance.Yahoo.com and Young & Rubi-

cam’s BAV data (BAVGroup 2018).

We followed the two-step analysis process advocated by

ECM: first reducing the data to descriptive themes and then

elevating these to interpretive themes using the lens of Kantor-

owicz’s (1957) two-bodied theory and relating them to the larger

macro context, a key element of ECM (Cayla and Eckhardt

2008). Operating from the perspective of Kantorowicz’s two-

bodied framework, we identified themes evident across the cor-

pus of our data that emerged as most important to understanding

the nature, drivers, and consequences of the interdependencies

between person and brand. We followed best practices in quali-

tative analysis, such as triangulation across data sources and

researchers (Spiggle 1994) to ensure trustworthiness (Wallen-

dorf and Belk 1989) in our claim that the aspects of the person

we uncovered, and the process mechanisms they implicated,

were the ones best representing our data.

Findings

A primary goal and first step in our ECM analysis was to clarify

the nature of the interdependent relationship existing between

the person and brand components of the unified person-brand.

Inseparability is the central theoretical tenet in Kantorowicz’s

(1957) two-bodied framework, but the exact essence of this

interrelationship remains unspecified in the original theory.

Alternating between individual pieces of data, the overall cor-

pus of data, and each other as coauthors and then relating

identified themes to the larger macro context of the Martha

Stewart case study, we found that two relational constructs best

captured the nature of the interdependence between person and

brand: (im)balance between person and brand in terms of the

relative dominance of one of the two person-brand components

over the other, and (in)consistency between the meanings of the

person versus the meanings of the brand.

These process mechanisms served as an anchor in our anal-

ysis, directing subsequent attention to understudied aspects of

the person that could drive consequential (im)balance or (in)con-

sistency in the person-brand. Four person factors emerged as

most prominent and theory-relevant across our corpus of data:

mortality, hubris, unpredictability, and social embeddedness.

The final leg of our analysis explored the various consequences

of (im)balance and (in)consistency precipitated at the hand of the

person, both for good and for bad (see Figure 1).

Our findings reveal how each of the person aspects affects

the interdependency between the person and the brand.

Throughout the analysis, we highlight the strategies that MSLO

engaged to control the various risks of the person as well as

strategies that likely exacerbated person-brand concerns.

The First Aspect of the Person in the
Person-Brand: Mortality

The first person facet is the most obvious: the person is mortal,

and one day the person in the person-brand will die. Person-

brand managers are acutely aware of this eventuality and the

negative effects on brand value that dependency on the person

imposes (Dion and Arnould 2011). Their sensitivity stems from

pressures in the financial markets, in which the reality of the

eventual loss of the person is viewed as a critical source of

information influencing stock valuations. Strict legal require-

ments mandate the disclosure of risk factors, and these guide-

lines specifically identify as stock risks the loss of people

prominently connected to the brand.

Mortality as a source of brand risk sensitizes managers in

charge of person-brands to prepare for the person’s inevitable

passing. The most widely accepted practice engages strategies

that systematically reduce dependencies on the person behind

the brand, in direct violation of Kantorowicz’s (1957) theory of

the inherently interconnected two-bodied brand. Our data pro-

vide consistent and strong evidence of engagement of this

strategy for the Martha Stewart person-brand. In its S-1 filing

for IPO, MSLO openly declared its intentions and held fast to

this goal: “To ensure the company’s success and longevity,

MSLO plans to evolve our brands through team-based content

and reduce dependence on our founder, chairman and chief

executive officer, Martha Stewart. . . . We believe that reduc-

tion in our dependence on Martha Stewart personally will pro-

vide additional brand durability and increased growth

opportunities” (MSLO 1999, p. 7).

The company engaged many tactics to deemphasize the

person by reducing the presence and visibility of Martha Stew-

art herself and the Martha Stewart name over time. By playing

with font sizes in the title of Martha Stewart Living magazine,
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for example, MSLO shifted emphasis from the person’s name,

Martha Stewart, to the lifestyle domain, Living. Magazine

cover images changed: whereas Stewart graced nearly every

cover in the magazine’s first 15 years, she was absent from later

covers, which instead featured season-relevant photographs of

garden benches and summer drinks. This strategy to display a

little less Martha also included a progressively less personal

approach to editorial content in Martha Stewart Living. Early

“Letters from Martha” were highly personalized and themed on

actual moments from Stewart’s life (Stewart 1997b). Stewart’s

signature “Remembering” column in the May 2000 issue, for

example, opens with an intimate look into her childhood:

I can still remember vividly Dad’s voice over the primitive intercom

system at Elm Place beckoning his sleepy children to “rise and shine!”

He wanted us to face a new day of opportunity with vigor. Despite the

weather, despite the season, the voice was always the same, and that

cheery “rise and shine” will always stay with me as one of the most

poignant memories of growing up. (Stewart 2000c, p. 16)

Later editorials shift to impersonal topics such as global

warming in the essay “Where Is Winter?” or architectural style

in “Decorating a Classic.” “Martha’s Calendar,” another sig-

nature Stewart feature in the monthly magazine, also shifted to

remove revelatory bits that personalized the maven to readers.

Whereas early “Calendars” included such items as “Brother

Eric’s birthday” or notice that “Niece Sophie performs in West

Side Story,” later entries were more anonymous and generic, as

with task reminders to bring in lawn chairs for the season or

wash the porch screens. A content analysis of “Calendars”

published one year before and two years after the IPO supports

the shift away from Martha Stewart the person. Explicit men-

tions of events from Stewart’s personal life declined 36% over

this period, from 39% of “Calendar” entries in October 1998

through September 1999, to 28% in October 1999 through

September 2000, to 21% in October 2000 through September

2001. Impersonal “to-do” list entries increased 51% over this

period, growing from 43% to 54% to 65% of “Calendar” post-

ings over these respective periods. New publications sans

Martha herself and without the Martha Stewart brand connec-

tion were released under the MSLO umbrella: Body þ Soul,

Good Things, Blueprint, and Everyday Food. These data illus-

trate MSLO’s strategy to reduce dependency on the person by

systematically taking the person out of the brand.

Another distancing move aimed at deemphasizing the person

involved the curation of branded people beyond Martha Stewart

who could claim equity value in select brand meaning domains. In

1999, MSLO set out to cultivate a “rising army of mini-

Martha’s . . . who skate across different media and merchandising

channels” (Brady 2000, p. 66) as, for example, in the domain of

pet keeping with Marc Morrone. In line with the “king’s two

bodies” strategy for passing on the soul to qualified heirs to the

throne (Kantorowicz 1957), this accomplished team of creative

professionals would be “inculcated with a sense of the brand”

(Brady 2000, p. 66) and trained to be capable of acting in Stew-

art’s absence in line with the beliefs, tastes, and values of Stewart

herself. The 1999 MSLO annual report emphasized “a broader

recognition of a new generation of Martha Stewart Living

experts” (MSLO 1999, p.7). The 2003 annual report echoed this

evolution by referencing progress in MSLO’s move “from a busi-

ness centered on the expert personality of Stewart to one that

emphasizes trusted brand attributes” (MSLO 2004, p. 3).

Kantorowicz’s (1957) two bodies theory reminds us that

Wall Street’s mandate for separation of person and brand is

theoretically misinformed because the person cannot be

removed entirely from the integrated person-brand system.
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Figure 1. Person-brand dynamics.
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Although the person does not live forever, (s)he is what con-

nects with the public (Herbst 2003) and grants the brand much

of its value. Management of mortality risk by separating the

person to privilege the brand in the balanced person-brand

system destroys the very value on which person-brands rest.

The Second Aspect of the Person in the
Person-Brand: Hubris

As emphasized over the centuries in religion, philosophy, and

literature, all mortals have the potential to suffer from the tragic

flaw of hubris, defined as an exaggerated and delusional sense

of pride, self-confidence, infallibility, and imperviousness that

inevitably leads to one’s downfall and ruin (Payne 1960).

Hubris is difficult to manage, as the affected person loses touch

with reality and exhibits a general failure to gauge risks or learn

from mistakes (Hayward and Hambrick 1997). Within the two-

bodied framework (Kantorowicz 1957), hubris imparts per-

ceived invincibility to the person, prioritizing the person over

the brand. This imbalanced system is destined to fail, as invin-

cibility is unattainable. Chief executives and others in positions

of power and authority typically have pride and self-confidence

well above normal levels, and while this is with good reason,

these traits can mutate into the reckless and destructive force of

hubris when ego takes precedence over the best interests of the

firm (Kets de Vries 1990).

Evidence of the operation of hubris in our data is strong.

Across the case timeline, Stewart maintained an exaggerated

sense of her contributions to her company. Many are her pro-

nouncements of omnipotence: “These are all my ideas, and I set

all the direction” (Dugan 1997, p. 58); “This is me, OK, me,

100%” (Toobin 2004, p. 61); and “I am this company” (Stewart

2012). The majority stock ownership Stewart contracted and

the multiple MSLO leadership roles she claimed made her

perceived domination concrete, despite their being considered

ill-advised by experts (Shein 2014). According to insiders,

Stewart’s insistence on maintaining key leadership roles was

always the wild card in the brand’s future: “She could hang up

her pots and pans tomorrow and license her brand, and share-

holders might be better off. But I’m convinced she’ll be carried

from her kitchen to her coffin. . . . The flaw is she’s not a man-

ager. She’s a brand icon. She’s not a CEO” (Stewart 2012).

Stewart’s perceived infallibility consistently manifested

throughout the case history. Websites, blog posts, and press

stories are full of narratives in which employees past and pres-

ent lament her exaggerated ego and associated failure to

acknowledge her limits. In an interesting comparison, Stewart

put herself on the same plane as Nobel Prize–holder Nelson

Mandela: a visionary who had also “spent time unjustly in

prison” (Stewart 2004). Stewart’s conflict in releasing control

to others was so notable that it became the subject of parodies,

as in a November 2003 Saturday Night Live skit.

An evocative example of Stewart’s tendency toward

unchecked self-aggrandizement is found in her 2000 New York

Times Magazine editorial “Martha Stewart Leaving” (Stewart

2000b) written to alert the readership of the reasons behind her

decision to move out of Westport, Connecticut. This hubristic

piece was “peppered with weird and unintended revelations

about the inner Stewart” (Moses 2000) such as, for example,

“I found that I began distancing myself from my neighbors, just

as they had distanced themselves from me,” or “I used to offer

fresh eggs to newcomers — but being rebuffed twice (once with

a slammed door!), I withdrew my ‘welcome wagon’ approach”

(Stewart 2000b). One critic marveled at Stewart’s “thorough

lack of self-awareness,” wishing she would “replace the veil

she’s dropped, and keep her revelations behind the merciful

curtain of Martha Stewart Living, where such intimacies belong”

(Moses 2000). Stewart’s uncontrolled display of hubris in secur-

ing space in this wide-circulation venue and assuming that any-

one cared about her social difficulties generated a significant

backlash. Westport residents created an oversized “Good

Riddance” card that they displayed outside an in-town shop and

collected comments including “Don’t let the door hit you where

the dog shoulda bit you” and “Having you as a neighbor was

scary.” The backlash received extensive coverage and drew so

many letters to the New York Times that an editor’s introductory

note summed up the prevailing sentiment: “By a ratio of 9 to 1,

her departure is a good thing” (“Letters” 2000, p. SM14).

A poignant manifestation of the delusion and denial of hubris

concerns Stewart’s failure to acknowledge the special circum-

stance of the person who is also a brand. The data consistently

demonstrate that Stewart failed to grasp the reality of her person

as part and parcel of the ImClone scandal that took down the

brand. Describing her reaction to what the Wall Street Journal

called “the palm-rubbing glee with which the public watched the

tycooness being taken down” (Grossman 2002), Stewart said,

“That’s puzzling to me . . . puzzling and also confusing. . . . That

I have been turned into or vilified openly as something other than

what I really am has been really confusing. . . . I mean, we’ve

produced a lot of good stuff for a lot of good people. To be

maligned for that is kind of weird” (Toobin 2003). In October

2005, fresh from house arrest and back on television, Stewart

held fast in her denial of the inherent inseparability of her person

in the brand and the risks that this imposed:

Terry Gross: What is the downside in having the brand be you?

Martha Stewart: Well, there wasn’t any apparent downside.

Until I had a legal problem.

Terry Gross: Right, and the brand was in prison for a while.

Martha Stewart: I mean the brand and the company had nothing

to do with my problem, but I had something to do with my prob-

lem, and the person who was having a problem had the same name

as the brand and the same face, and that’s when the . . . the oddity

happened. I mean, you could never really anticipate that it would

happen. (Stewart 2005)

In responding to whether she felt that her prosecution was an

attempt to make an example of her, Stewart continued to deny

the nature of the person-brand and the risks she caused it: “That

something in my personal life has become a focus of my cor-

porate life is wrong and unfair and hurtful” (Stewart 2003a).

Stewart consistently denounced the ImClone case against her
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as a matter of ridiculousness or a circus event and vowed time

and again, in repeated manifestations of hubris, that she would

prevail. Perhaps most emblematic is Stewart’s perceived infall-

ibility as captured in a Fortune cover story (Sellers and Leven-

son 2005) featuring a smiling Stewart emerging from prison

with the quote, “I cannot be destroyed.”

In the ImClone crisis and more generally, Stewart did not

display the humility that tempers hubris. She never issued apolo-

gies for ImClone or the destructive events that befell MSLO in

its wake. Stewart has often blamed the board and management

for MSLO’s poor financial performance, but as the controlling

shareholder, Stewart largely determined these appointments and

oversaw board function (Stewart 2012). Stewart’s very brand

positioning set her up for a lack of humility: the brand is rooted

in perfection and thus infallibility, a trait she herself considered

critical to her business model success (Stewart 2000a).

Stewart’s hubris again took its toll and is centrally implicated

in the steady path to MSLO’s takeover in June 2015. Sinha,

Inkson, and Barker (2012) note that confident and hubristic CEOs

escalate the firm’s commitment to failing strategies as a way to

maintain image and control. Media critiques evoke this dynamic,

noting that Stewart’s steadfast attachment to the strategy that once

made her an icon precluded the ability to attract new audiences

with a new value proposition and media plan (Bogage 2015). The

BAV brand strength data support the detrimental effects of hubris,

with a spike in the attribute of arrogance from a low of 22% in

2001 to a peak of 39% during the 2004 ImClone trial.

People are not infallible; mistakes are inevitable, and learn-

ing from mistakes is in large part what determines the path for

humanity. Hubris interferes with this process, and, within the

two bodies framework (Kantorowicz 1957), grants the person

too much power and renders the relationship between person

and brand chronically out of balance. While it is recom-

mended—if not ideal—for CEOs, especially entrepreneurial

ones, to have a surfeit of self-confidence, hubris goes well

beyond this. For person-brands, hubris will always prioritize

the person over the brand. Stewart’s hubris precipitated her

inability to understand that her brand is two-bodied, and that

her person and brand were inextricably entwined. A tenable

person-brand cannot withstand a person who believes (s)he is

indestructible; mortality is a quality of the person-brand.

Imbalance Stemming from Mortality and Hubris

Our analyses highlight that mortality and hubris can cause

imbalance between the brands’ two bodies, suggesting value

in unpacking Kantorowicz’s notion of interdependence to

include the refined relational construct of (im)balance. We

define imbalance as a situation in which the influence of the

person or the brand is out of proportion in relation to the other.

Per our data, the brand has more influence over the person in

the case of mortality; and the person has more influence over

the brand in the case of hubris. Kantorowicz (1957) suggests

that imbalance can be tolerated in the short run, and the com-

plexities of the human condition suggest that some imbalance

is to be expected. However, to systematically advantage the

person or the brand violates Kantorowicz’s steady-state quality

of intrinsic interconnectedness and inseparability of the brand’s

two bodies. Imbalance serves as a mediator between mortality/

hubris and brand risk: chronic imbalance, left unchecked, will

always erode person-brand value. We see this in MSLO’s

failed attempts to separate person from brand post-IPO and in

its initial responses to ImClone. The negative effects of imbal-

ance can be mitigated, however, through efforts to redirect the

balance between the brand’s two bodies.

Six years after going public, and in the wake of ImClone,

MSLO seems to have acknowledged its mistake in denying the

united person-brand. According to Stewart, “I was never in

favor of a branding strategy intended only to placate lawyers

and Wall Street and advertisers. My business is my life; my life

is my business. I have said that 1000 times” (Sellers and Leven-

son 2005). Susan Lyne, MSLO’s CEO, told the press that a

survey confirmed what she always believed: “the Martha Stew-

art brand and Martha herself are [MSLO’s] most valuable

assets” (Sellers and Levenson 2005, p. 114).The postjail his-

torical record reveals a spate of strategies MSLO utilized to

reintegrate the person for a more balanced person-brand. Stew-

art’s face once again graced her magazine covers; her self-

authored editorial column returned to the magazine. All of

Stewart’s recent life events—her house arrest, ankle monitor,

incarceration, and newfound inmate friends—became branding

fodder. The company learned, however late, that managing the

mortality aspect of a person-brand by separating out the person

risks destroying the person-brand entity. Although the person

does not live forever, balance between the person and brand

cannot be systematically compromised. In our discussion, we

outline additional strategies that can address chronic imbalance

including succession planning, rebranding, governance,

person-handling, cultural branding, and public relations (PR).

The Third Aspect of the Person in the Person-Brand:
Unpredictability

As any psychologist or consumer researcher can attest, people are

notoriously unpredictable and, thus, hard to control. During the

course of each day, people send signals, sometimes unintention-

ally, and these signals do not always lead to a predictable percep-

tion (Bem and Allen 1974). In the language of brand

management, this means the person will not always act “on

brand.” Such misalignment has been noted for celebrities who

present an image that directly contradicts that of their managed

brands (Keel and Nataraajan 2012). Unpredictability can mani-

fest in heightened reputation risks resulting from the person’s

actions. A Deloitte survey found that conduct risk has emerged

as the focal strategic risk that firms confront, topping economic,

competitive, and business risks (DiPietro 2013). On the positive

side, meaning signals that are leaked through unpredictable

actions can create value by revealing the authentic person behind

the managed person-brand. While unpredictability has long been

viewed as antithetical to the notion of a well-run brand (Aaker

1996), it is inherent to the person-brand. Managing unpredictabil-

ity is a critical but difficult aspect of person-brand stewardship.
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The ImClone scandal for which Stewart served jail time

exposed vivid inconsistencies between Martha Stewart the per-

son and Martha Stewart the brand. Throughout the scandal,

Stewart’s unanticipated actions starkly confronted the managed

brand meaning of perfection. The Newsweek headline announ-

cing the scandal captures this essential meaning conflict:

“Martha’s Mess—An Insider Trading Scandal Tarnishes the

Queen of Perfection.” In a scheduled appearance in a cooking

segment on the CBS Early Show the day the scandal broke,

Stewart confronted her host while chopping cabbage, knife in

hand, and with disgust she dismissed the host’s questions as

“ridiculousness.” This “Cabbage Incident” meme circulated

through culture and provided indisputable evidence of the dop-

pelgänger behind the caring homemaker brand. The crisis also

revealed an unapproachable person who contrasted with the

managed mainstreamer image. Commenting on the $40,000

proceeds she obtained from the illegal ImClone stock sale,

Stewart dismissed the profits as insignificant—“.006% of my

net worth”—thereby claiming a willful distance from the

Kmart shoppers who buy her brand (Stewart 2003a).

Disconnects between Stewart’s person and brand were more

fundamental, however, and not constrained to actions surround-

ing ImClone. Although the core of Stewart’s brand is perfec-

tion—Stewart as perfect homemaker, mother, craftsperson, and

advice-giver, embedded in a rhetoric of homeyness, harmony,

caring, and warmth—her personality as revealed through

ongoing actions of her person—in particular, her relationships

with others—present a sharp contrast to the managed brand. A

legal complaint filed by Stewart’s gardener charged that the

maven tried to run him over with her truck. A Maine limo driver

described how Stewart trapped his carload of bridesmaids inside

her gates as punishment for trespassing (Fuller 2000). The public

record chronicles Stewart’s explosive outbursts in the office,

family feuds, and run-ins at the grocery store—all documented

in blogs, books, TV shows, websites, and court documents. A

coworker summarized the inconsistency: “To the public she’s a

charmer, but people who work for her tend to hate her; she can

be an incredible dragon” (Dodson 1989, p. 93).

Exacerbating the risks posed by Stewart not always acting

on-brand was MSLO’s seeming unawareness of the meaning-

making processes that occur naturally at the hands of the per-

son. To wit, consider charges against Stewart’s honesty, as, for

example, per a state of New York case concerning misrepre-

sentation for purposes of tax evasion (Toobin 2003), or stories

of recipe stealing in Stewart’s first book (Byron 2002). A host

of person meanings in Stewart’s biography were consistently

left unmanaged: acrimonious and strained relationships with

her husband, daughter, and sister; Stewart’s Polish ethnic back-

ground versus her marital WASP [white Anglo-Saxon Protes-

tant] ties; roots in Nutley, New Jersey versus upscale Westport,

Connecticut. Indeed, MSLO’s initial response to ImClone was

to deny and distance the brand from Martha herself. Manage-

ment of inconsistencies stemming from the unpredictability of

the person fell to Stewart the person and not the brand man-

agement team; Stewart’s PR firm revamped her image, and she

paid for web and marketing services using personal funds.

Qualifiers stressed that these were her personal opinions and

not those of the company or brand. Stewart was managing the

person, and MSLO was managing the brand, but no one was

managing the inseparable entity, the person-brand.

Although imbalance resulting from mortality and hubris is

always detrimental to brand value if left unchecked, our data

suggest that unpredictability can be a positive that strengthens

rather than dilutes the person-brand. A person-brand that curbs

all its inconsistencies risks being revealed as formulaic,

robotic, controlled, and not genuine; in a sense, denying the

essential humanity in the person-brand. Stewart long suffered

critiques of her cold, impersonal distance and rigid presenta-

tion, and her unpredictability added much-needed humaniza-

tion. Post-ImClone, MSLO improved significantly in the

matter of embracing the inconsistent person to the extent that

this is possible (Sellers and Levenson 2005). Inconsistent

meanings were no longer ignored and discarded but rather were

used as brand meaning–making fodder. Stewart became a gour-

met microwave cook while she was in jail and shared her

favorite recipes with the press. The poncho hand-knit for Stew-

art by an inmate became a worldwide icon. Stewart named a

dog after a new inmate friend. Attention to leaked and incon-

sistent meanings helped create an evolved person-brand less

centered on the perfection platform. The theme song for Stew-

art’s new TV series acknowledged this with the lyrics, “I’m not

the same girl you used to know,” and played to a montage of

photos from all corners of Stewart’s life, including her missteps

and embarrassments (e.g., her ankle monitor). These execu-

tions revealed a newfound offensive strategy in the manage-

ment of the Martha Stewart person-brand and an acceptance of

less selective qualities that to be leveraged in building the

brand. “Nothing is off limits, let’s put it that way,” Stewart

explained. “It’s part of my life. It’s there. It’s not going to go

away,” Stewart said of the issue of her incarceration (Tyrnauer

2005). Our findings relating to MSLO’s embrace of ruptures in

the Martha Stewart person-brand image in the wake of ImClone

show an acceptance of the promise of unpredictability.

We find that unpredictability, as a fundamental quality of

being human, can add a sense of authenticity to person-brands.

Beverland (2009) highlights authenticity as the most rare and

coveted asset in the contemporary branding landscape. People

can grant authenticity through inconsistency in a way that inan-

imate brands cannot. Turner (2004) emphasizes that it is the

blurring of boundaries between private and public and the

associated idea of an authentic individual behind the public

persona that makes the celebrity a potent ideological symbol.

Essential humanity and the unpredictability of human action

allow a person-brand to act in ways that are not always on

message, and these natural meaning signals are appreciated

as authentic (Meyers 2009). Theory suggests that even incon-

sistencies that make negatives salient can be embraced by fans

for the insight they provide. Napoli et al. (2014) find that when

celebrity brands talk “off script,” this is perceived as a positive,

even if the traits revealed are damaging. Our data argue for the

qualified embrace of unpredictability in person-brands. In con-

trast to best-practice advice for brand consistency (Aaker
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1996), our analysis recognizes unpredictability as not just a

fundamental quality of person-brands but also a foundational

source of their strength.

The Fourth Aspect of the Person in the Person-Brand:
Social Embeddedness

Rein, Kotler, and Stoller (1997) suggest that what most defines

person-brands, especially those whose strength derives from

celebrity, are the people who provide testimonies or revelations

about the person-brand. These include family, coworkers, and

friends from the inner circle who know the “real person”

behind the brand as well as others such as the media, whose

professional jobs are to know the person behind the brand. That

is, the meaning and daily manifestations of person-brands are

inherently socially embedded in a web of relationships that the

person-brand cannot control, escape, or ignore. We define

social embeddedness as the dependence of a phenomenon on

its environment. Thus, the person-brand is dependent on its

relationships for its meaning. The desire for the inside scoop

on well-known others’ private lives is powerful and addictive

(McCutcheon, Lange, and Houran 2002), and these motives are

fueled through different channels, in particular, the media and

paparazzi. Turner (2004, p. 4) suggests that “celebrities’ pri-

vate lives attract greater public interest than their professional

lives,” such that entire industries emerge to distill and dissemi-

nate intimate details that keep the public informed. Critical is

the role of the entourage in this meaning manufacture (Rein,

Kotler, and Stoller 1997): the enablers, handlers, and autho-

rized people whose job it is to keep the celebrity functioning in

exchange for the cachet of being a confidant “in the know.”

Research supports that the inner circle and entourage are as

involved in the person-brand project as the managers of the

brand (Kerrigan et al. 2011; Meyers 2009).

While cocreation fueled by social groups is well-documented

in contemporary branding (Diamond et al. 2009), for the person-

brand this social embeddedness is part and parcel of the person

itself, embroiled as it is in personal relationships with family,

coworkers, friends, and the entourage. Social embeddedness in

this setting differs from simple cocreation in that the “others”

involved in meaning creation are parties with behind-the-scenes

insights, not anonymous others. Understanding how the person is

to a large extent defined by social embeddedness lends new

insights into person-brand management.

As an unsanctioned brand meaning maker, social embed-

dedness can add great risk to person-brands. To wit, consider

the following purely personal roles that played out in the

ImClone scandal. Peter Bacanovic, a close friend of Stewart

and also her personal stockbroker, initiated the ImClone stock

sale. Bacanovic’s assistant provided court testimony that many

reference as sealing the case with vivid stories of Stewart’s

abusive dark side. Also damning was the testimony of Ann

Armstrong, Stewart’s loyal secretary, who cried throughout her

testimony describing how she watched Stewart alter her phone

records from Bacanovic from the day of the ImClone sale

(Toobin 2004). By all counts, these personal relationships led

to the downfall of the Martha Stewart person-brand.

As with the aspect of unpredictability, social embeddedness

can be a risk factor as well as a strength driver for person-

brands. The social embeddedness of person-brands leads to a

person who is, to a large degree, defined by others, and the

resulting perception of seeing the person through others’ eyes

lends an indelible and coveted intimacy to person-brands.

Schickel (1985) suggests that fascination with celebrities is

rooted in the illusion of intimacy constructed between the audi-

ence and the celebrity figure within the media. Intimate dis-

closures, even inconsistent ones, strengthen relationships (Im

et al. 2008), and disclosure of sensitive or conflicted brand

information can be an effective mechanism for audience

engagement (McQuarrie, Miller, and Phillips 2013). In an

essential person-brand dynamic, people appreciate an inside

look even when it does not paint a stable or favorable picture.

Along the person-brand development path, MSLO made

much use of close others as powerful brand-building tools. A

popular TV ad for Kmart, for example, depicts 15 members of

Stewart’s extended family gathered around the Thanksgiving

table in an attempt to build the homey brand. Stewart’s frequent

appearances with her mother on her TV show and the friendly

turf of Larry King Live (Stewart 1997a, 2000a, 2003b), both

before and during the brand crisis, served a similar function of

humanizing her through revealed relationships with warm,

approachable others. Beginning around the time of MSLO’s

IPO, Stewart penned intimate stories about a range of important

others in her “Remembering” column: “April in Paris” about

her then-husband, “Chiming in the New Year” and “Of Food

and Friends” about close friends and family, and “Alexis Stew-

art” about her daughter. Through the involvement of intimate

others, MSLO granted consumers a sense that they knew more

about and were closer to the person-brand.

Although MSLO was aware of the power in using intimate

others to build brand image, management’s inauthentic use of

this tool paved the way for the “real” insights that came later

from those close to Stewart. These intimate portrayals often

conflicted with Stewart’s own self-depictions, straining the

integrated person-brand. “Remembering” columns gave a

whitewashed picture of Stewart’s personal life because she was

at the time divorced from her cheating husband, estranged from

her sibling, distanced from her daughter, and reportedly too

busy for socializing. An interview with Stewart’s sister fea-

tured prominently in A&E’s 2001 TV biography about Stewart

revealed a different version of Stewart’s happy childhood and a

much harder look at Stewart the person than had yet come from

intimate others. The press scooped up the piece and discussed it

at length in an Entertainment Tonight segment focused on the

contrast offered in a privileged domestic icon who did not treat

others with consideration. Stewart’s daughter Alexis wrote a

tell-all in which she depicted a grim childhood, revealing Stew-

art to be a nonmaternal figure with unromantic views of the

holidays, a penchant for no food in the house, and a tendency to

act rudely in others’ homes (Stewart and Hutt 2011).
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Evidence suggests myopia in MSLO’s acknowledgment of

the social embeddedness of its person-brand. Although the

media contributed centrally to person-brand manufacture by

feeding the public’s need to know intimate details of Stewart’s

life, Stewart did not fully credit this dynamic. Powerful exter-

nal players in this activity included the pundits and muckrakers

who traded independently on Stewart’s currency: journalists,

bloggers, cartoonists, and biographers whose job it was to dig

up dirt on Stewart, expose her weaknesses, and catch her in

lies—in short, to reveal Stewart’s “real” self by sensationaliz-

ing inconsistencies with the brand. We find much evidence in

Stewart’s ongoing dismissal of critical media voices that com-

mented on the state of or path forward for her brand. Stewart’s

strategy concerning these meaning makers was one of ignor-

ance and derision. “I don’t have time for that C-R-A-P. . . . I did

not read the book . . . was not curious. . . . This guy writes just

scum,” Stewart said about Jerry Oppenheimer’s bestselling

biography (Stewart 1997a). Stewart vehemently denied the

meaning-making potential behind pundits’ claims. “That’s

irresponsible,” Stewart chided in a conversation concerning the

legitimacy of Oppenheimer’s work. “It’s all rumors, stor-

ies. . . . You must be crazy if you think that is anything remotely

relevant to my brand” (Fournier et al. 2002). Stewart vehe-

mently denied that her brand meaning was socially embedded

with intimate others, especially professionals who reveled in

the brand’s darker side (Fournier et al. 2002).

Because the person is inherently embedded in social rela-

tionships, a person-brand will always be partially determined

by close and connected others who fuel the insatiable hunger

for a more intimate view into the true person behind the brand.

This dynamic suggests that a person-brand will gain or lose

power through its personal affiliations and, in particular,

through how the brand is depicted by others with a backstage

view. While this insight echoes the process of cocreation by

recognizing multiple brand authors, the proposed process goes

further: social embeddedness, through insights from close oth-

ers, is an inherent quality of person-brands and adds brand

meanings that exacerbate or control risks through the mechan-

ism of intimacy.

Inconsistency at the Hands of Unpredictability and
Social Embeddedness

Our analysis of the dynamics of unpredictability and social

embeddedness suggest a second refined qualification of the

interdependent relationship between the two bodies in the inte-

grated person-brand: (in)consistency. Although we find that

mortality and hubris create imbalance in the emphasis on per-

son versus brand, the data show that unpredictability and social

embeddedness can lead to inconsistencies in the meanings of

the person versus the meanings of the brand. We define incon-

sistency as situations in which the meanings of the person and

the meanings of the brand are not in agreement. Inconsistency

serves as a mediator of the effects of unpredictability and social

embeddedness on brand risk. Inconsistency can add risk that

compromises brand value by disrupting the meaning of the

integrated person-brand system and violating the holistic qual-

ity of the two-bodied brand (Kantorowicz 1957).

Our data suggest, however, that this risk can be moderated—

by the much-needed authenticity that unpredictability provides

and by the intimacy that social embeddedness yields—thereby

delivering positive benefits from revealed inconsistencies

between the two bodies of the person-brand. As Figure 1 shows,

we find that whether the risks of inconsistency are tempered by

intimacy and authenticity depends on two qualities of the mean-

ings implicated in the disconnect between person and brand.

First is the magnitude of the differences in the meanings of the

person versus the meanings of the managed brand (i.e., whether

revealed differences in brand meanings are significant or trivial).

Second is the centrality of the implicated brand meaning to the

person-brand platform (i.e., whether the disconnect is related to

the brand’s core positioning). Extreme inconsistencies and those

related to the brand’s essential positioning platform increase risk

and should be avoided, but other inconsistencies between person

and brand can be leveraged for the authenticity and intimacy

benefits they provide.

Extreme differences stretch the person-brand too far by

revealing polar opposites (e.g., perfection/imperfection,

warmth/coldness, approachable/unapproachable, down-to-

earth/elitist, nurturing/uncaring, family-oriented/estranged,

welcoming/alienating, friendly/unsociable). Switching consu-

mers from the narrative of a perfect homemaker to a vision of

someone who plows over the gardener with a truck, traps

bridesmaids inside their car, inspires vitriol among New Eng-

land neighbors, and has a penchant for not keeping food in the

house is jarring. Other inconsistencies, such as Martha Stewart

moving from gourmet to microwave cooking or naming her

dog after an inmate friend are less extreme and can be endear-

ing. After ImClone, a tour of Martha’s home in Nutley, New

Jersey, complete with a glimpse into its one shared bathroom,

contrasted with her home in upscale Westport, Connecticut, but

added needed humility to the brand. Other examples of less

extreme inconsistencies include a CBS News Sunday Morning

episode, which played with Stewart’s overzealous resourceful-

ness trait, and VH1’s primetime cooking and variety show

Martha & Snoop’s Potluck Dinner Party, which added humor

by playing up both Stewart’s and rapper Snoop Dogg’s jail time

(Ivie 2016). These tolerable meaning gaps added needed

authenticity and intimacy to the person-brand.

Beyond the magnitude of differences as a factor moderating

the activation of authenticity and intimacy benefits is whether

the meaning differences matter in the sense of being central to

the person-brand’s core positioning. A “perfect Martha” simply

could not tolerate convictions on four federal counts and a jail

sentence. A “perfect Martha” did not alter her phone records. A

“perfect Martha” did not threaten her TV host with a knife. A

“perfect Martha” could not withstand her daughter’s revela-

tions that Stewart loathed family holiday gatherings or neigh-

bor’s testimonies about her inhospitable side. When family

members, coworkers, and close confidants lined up to share

tales of disrespect, dishonesty, and elitism, the honest and

approachable Stewart façade crumbled.
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BAV Group brand strength data support the connection

between failed authenticity and intimacy benefits in the face

of significant brand meaning differences and disconnects from

the brand’s core positioning. Brand authenticity ratings fell to

their lowest levels in the wake of the ImClone scandal (5%) and

showed no signs of recovery through 2012. Unapproachability

(i.e., distant, cold, unsociable, and standoffish) ratings, an indi-

cator of failed intimacy, also experienced significant changes

post-ImClone, with ratings spiking to two times their base

levels in the four years before and after the scandal.

Discussion

Kantorowicz (1957) developed the two-bodied theory to

inform understanding of how a person could be both a mortal

who dies and a king that survives. This framework is applicable

to person-brands and provides novel insights into their nature,

process, and management, as summarized in the person-brand

dynamics framework in Figure 1. Instead of prioritizing the

brand and focusing on turning the person into a brand that can

be profitably leveraged, our theoretical lens prioritizes the

human qualities of the person-brand. Four aspects of the per-

son—mortality, hubris, unpredictability, and social embedded-

ness—present challenges for person-brand management

because they can add risk, albeit through different process

mechanisms. Risk manifests through potential imbalance and

inconsistency, both of which violate the inherently interdepen-

dent and holistic nature of the person and the brand and act as

mediators in our model. Chronic or extreme imbalance is anti-

thetical to a healthy person-brand, but inconsistency can be

beneficial if it triggers the authenticity and intimacy on which

person-brands thrive.

Informing Person-Brand Management

Just as Kantorowicz (1957) aimed to inform legal principle to

better manage the kingship, so do we seek recommendations

for proper management of the complex entity that is the person-

brand. Our framework offers insights that contrast with the

classic brand management approach (see Table 1). While there

are certainly similarities, such as a shared appreciation of

awareness as a brand building tool or the power of positioning

in the battle for consumer attention, in Table 1 we focus on the

differences between the two approaches to highlight the added

utility of our recommendations.

Emphasis areas: The two-bodied person-brand framework versus
classic brand management. Although marketing is typically

defined and managed as a top-line-revenue-generating func-

tion, our framework emphasizes a general call for attention to

risk as a central metric in branding theory and practice.

Because it includes a human and is thus subjected to forces

of mortality, hubris, unpredictability, and social embedded-

ness, the person-brand is, in the final analysis, unstable. This

suggests a focus on risk versus returns. Risk is fundamental in

disciplines such as finance but remains largely disconnected

Table 1. A Comparison between the Two-Bodied Framework and
the Traditional Paradigm for Managing Person-Brands.

Traditional Brand
Management

Two-Bodied Person-Brand
Framework

Emphasis Areas
Focal priority ¼ net revenue Focal priority ¼ reducing risk

Stewardship of the brand; brand
equity

Explicit management of person
and brand; person-brand equity

Prioritizing the brand and turning
the person into a brand (or
treating the person as a brand)

Prioritizing the human qualities of
the person-brand

Fit between person and brand
attributes

Consistency and balance between
person and brand

End goal of separation between
person and brand

Ongoing interdependence
between person and brand

Brand as long-term asset Option for short-term person-
brand

Risk Management
Focus on and disclosure of

mortality risk
Focus on and disclosure of a

portfolio of risks stemming
from mortality, hubris,
unpredictability, and social
embeddedness

Risk management ¼ crisis
intervention

Risk management¼ ongoing, daily
management of the person-brand

Death insurance to manage
mortality risk

Succession planning, brand equity
transfers, rebranding, and other
mechanisms for managing
mortality risk

Insurance contracts with conduct
clauses to protect the firm from
human failures and risks

Governance mechanisms to
protect firm from risks,
including limits on stock
ownership concentration in
hands of person-brand;
controls on nature and number
of C-level appointments held by
the person; and explicit
management of the person as
part and parcel of managing the
person-brand

Managing doppelgängers in the
marketplace

Managing the doppelgänger within

Marketing Tools/Levers
Product-focused marketing tools

(the four Ps)
Person-focused cultural branding

tools and skills (corporate
communications and PR toolkit,
person-handling skills, cultural
acuity)

Differentiation and relevance as
focal brand strength pillars

Authenticity and intimacy as focal
brand strength pillars

Brand knowledge/awareness Person-brand celebrity
Tight control of brand meaning Open brand meaning system

accepting of person-brand
inconsistencies

Tracking of brand beliefs versus
competition

Tracking to gauge risk exposures
from human factors in the
person-brand
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from branding (Hsu, Fournier, and Srinivasan 2016). Risk man-

agement sensibilities, when applied, are housed in corporate

communications and PR departments, not in marketing, and are

deployed for crisis situations writ large. Ongoing manifesta-

tions of unpredictability, hubris, and social embeddedness sug-

gest a different, more day-to-day implementation of risk

management principles by the marketing team.

Attention to the inherent risks people introduce also allows

for ephemeral person-brands. Extant theories frame brands as

long-term investments and balance sheet assets, but our anal-

ysis suggests more volatility than this concept puts forward.

Effectuation logic (Read et al. 2009) is a strategic approach

wherein the goal is to embrace the unexpected for its transfor-

mative possibilities, not to minimize it. Embracing risk in the

person-brand context supports the novel notion of a high-risk/

high-return short-term brand.

Our two-bodied framework mandates that stewardship of

the person is a fundamental aspect of the person-brand man-

agement project. In the case of Martha Stewart, a host of mean-

ings associated with the person were consistently ignored

because they were thought to be irrelevant to brand manage-

ment. Although the ImClone indictment made salient the need

to more actively manage Stewart’s personal meaning web, this

project fell to Stewart herself, not the brand team. By denying

that the person is part and parcel of the ongoing task of brand

management, leaders misinterpret their stewardship assign-

ments. Per the tenets of person-brand dynamics, boundaries

between person and brand need to be considered and renego-

tiated throughout the person-brand life cycle. Our framework

reinforces that stewardship of the person and attention to his or

her balance and consistency relative to the brand should not be

reserved for rare crisis situations; rather, it is a daily, ongoing

responsibility in managing the person-brand.

Kantorowicz (1953) provides our essential two-bodied

framing, and this makes salient another important philosophi-

cal emphasis in understanding person-brands. While separation

of person toward sustainable brand is the end goal in the classic

brand framework, Kantorowicz’s principle of interdependence

between the two bodies reveals chronic separation as unten-

able. No matter how compelling it is from a risk management

perspective to envision a self-sustaining brand freed from its

mortal connections, this idealized state of brand-person inde-

pendence denies the inherently entwined nature of the human

brand and, in so doing, reduces person-brands to mere “brands”

without access to authenticity and intimacy credentials. The

body natural is not a liability to remove from daily operations:

it is a force to be nourished that grants consumer connections

and breathes life into person-brands.

In refining Kantorowicz’s (1953) notion of interdependence

between the two bodies, we also extend brand management

attention beyond “fit” or consistency between person and brand

attributes to the process of balance between the two bodies of

the person-brand. Analysis of the Martha Stewart timeline

shows how balance between the two bodies shifts naturally

across the brand life cycle, with periods during which one side

of the two-bodied brand is legitimately emphasized over and

superior to the other. Consider, for example, these phases of

imbalance across the development cycle: when MSLO lever-

aged Stewart’s celebrity status through venues such as

Car Talk, Celebrity Jeopardy!, and the Miss America pageant

to build its brand (person > brand); when ImClone propelled

Stewart into the limelight (person > brand); when brand exten-

sion activity dominated MSLO (brand > person); and when

Wall Street called for person separation toward a sustainable

brand (brand > person). This yin and yang balance between

person and brand captures different interdependent relation-

ships across the brand life cycle and is an essential feature of

our two-bodied model. We find that person-brand development

is not a linear process directed toward an imbalanced end state

of separation, or a mandate for perfect balance between bodies

at all times, but rather a reciprocating and reinforcing process

in which the person-brand goes in and out of various stages of

(im)balance over time.

Risk management strategies. Mortality risk has long been on

Wall Street’s radar, triggering regulations for strict reporting

disclosures and mechanisms such as death insurance to protect

firms who rely on person-brands. Dion and Arnould (2016)

explore succession planning and brand equity transfers to man-

age mortality risk for celebrity chefs, and to this set of strate-

gies we would add rebranding that recognizes the concrete

limits reached when the person in the interdependent person-

brand dies. Furthermore, we broaden the portfolio of risks peo-

ple introduce to include threats from hubris, unpredictability,

and social embeddedness. Our perspective discourages risk

management precipitated only by rare crises in favor of day-

to-day implementation of risk-related ideas.

Governance is the means for keeping the risks of hubris in

check. Structural particulars complicated stewardship in the

Martha Stewart case, and these highlight possible governance

mechanisms for effective person-brand management. As a

result of her multiple roles as president, CEO, and chairperson;

her control of MSLO voting rights; and the fact that her board

and executive appointments were based on friendship rather

than capability (Shein 2014), Stewart served as not only the

person in the person-brand but also the authoritative voice in

MSLO decisions. When person ¼ brand ¼ management, stew-

ardship lacks objectivity and accountability, as personal goals

are prioritized over corporate concerns. Hubris exacerbates this

problem. Improved governance in the form of limits on the

nature and number of C-level appointments the person can

hold, arms-length director appointments, board control over

executive compensation, a governance code that ensures dis-

tribution of voting rights, and a whistleblower hotline can con-

trol the scope of the person’s influence and the self-interest that

drives it.

Following this logic, the Livestrong Foundation, with its

CEO and president Doug Ulman, was shielded to a certain

extent from the blood-doping crisis that befell the Lance Arm-

strong person-brand (Lapowsky 2014). More recently, the SEC

imposed governance restrictions on Elon Musk, forcing him to

step down as chairman of the board of Tesla, the company he
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founded, but allowing him to stay on as CEO. The SEC argu-

ment parallels our analysis: Musk and the Tesla brand are so

tightly intertwined that what Musk tweets as an unpredictable,

hubristic individual has a disproportionate effect on the market

valuation of the company (Prang 2018). Indeed, the SEC is

requiring Tesla to monitor Musk’s personal communication

on Twitter in recognition of the interdependence of the person

and the brand. Thus, controlling risk through governance

mechanisms and organizational structures should go beyond

traditional brand management guidance for contracting solu-

tions and conduct clauses.

Finally, appreciation of the essential interplay between, and

potential conflict arising from, the confrontation of the brand’s

two bodies suggests risk management attention to person-brand

doppelgängers. A doppelgänger brand (Thompson, Rind-

fleisch, and Arsel 2006) includes an amalgam of disparaging

images circulated in popular culture that erode a brand’s core

positioning. We extend this understanding to include an alter-

nate antibrand narrative that is internally generated rather than

constructed by activists or the media. That is, a person-brand

such as Martha Stewart can create its own alternate and com-

peting narratives when the person and the brand are inconsis-

tent or out of balance. The capacity for an internal

doppelgänger is an inherent part of the human condition, espe-

cially as the person grows mentally and physically over time,

and these competing—and compelling—narratives become

part of the person-brand. As our analysis makes clear, the

internal doppelgänger, left unchecked, will work against

long-term interests in the same way that doppelgängers created

by antagonists destroy brand value. Data also support Giesler’s

(2012) finding that doppelgängers can change over time, result-

ing in repeated repositionings to confront adversarial forces.

Such was the case for Martha Stewart, such that management

shifted its positioning platform from cold perfection to a war-

mer sense of approachability in the face of antagonistic realities

of the internal doppelgänger brand.

Marketing tools and levers. Sharpened PR skills, cultural brand-

ing acumen, and person-handling proficiencies go far in man-

aging the risks associated with hubris, social embeddedness

and unpredictability. These tools focus less on the product, as

with the classic four Ps, and more on the person in the person-

brand. The craft of person-brand risk management is inherently

engaged with the media and the social stage on which the

person-brand is enacted, and this requires structures that inte-

grate marketing and PR. These functions typically operate out

of disconnected silos, with PR taking charge of communica-

tions among broader stakeholders and marketing driving top-

line revenues. As Keel and Nataraajan (2012) note, celebrity

brands are more likely to generate negative publicity than inan-

imate brands because of their human nature and public posi-

tion, and this brings crisis management to the forefront.

Ongoing manifestations of inconsistency, hubris, and interven-

tions of the social circle suggest a prevention orientation if risks

to the person-brand are to be managed. Public relations and

crisis management cannot be disconnected from brand man-

agement in the case of person-brands.

This analysis of person-brand dynamics suggests different

brand stewards than those offered in the classic product man-

agement team. Postscandal MSLO CEO Susan Lyne had expe-

rience in entertainment and television programming. Chairman

Charles Koppelman brought PR savvy to the MSLO board

through his experiences as a person-handler familiar with the

lived realities of person-brands: he served as an advisor to

Michael Jackson during his trial and as interim director of shoe

company Steve Madden while that company’s CEO was in

prison. This team granted MSLO’s board the cultural branding

acumen that had previously eluded them. Theirs was a man-

agement team formed not at the intersection of product and

marketing strategy, as with Stewart and Harvard Business

School–trained Sharon Patrick, but at the intersection of enter-

tainment and PR: two disciplines identified as pivotal for cul-

tural management of the brand (Fournier and Avery 2011; Holt

2005). The Lyne/Koppelman team implicitly focused on align-

ing the brand with the ebbs and flows of popular culture and

negotiating through the inevitable missteps of people operating

as brands. This emphasis contrasted sharply with the build-to-

leverage financial mindset that defined the precrisis brand

stewardship team.

The particulars of our two-bodied brand model also suggest

refinements to popular brand strength models, and these can

guide management action. Classic models stress differentia-

tion, which drives margins, and knowledge, which drives pene-

tration (Mizik and Jacobson 2008). Our analysis supports the

notion that humanity can also serve as a powerful brand

strength driver, offering intimacy and authenticity strength cre-

dentials through the essential aspect of inconsistency. Bever-

land (2009) highlights authenticity as the most rare and coveted

asset in the contemporary branding landscape, and people can

grant authenticity through inconsistency in a way that non-

person-brands cannot. Intimacy also strengthens relationships

(Fournier 1998), and person-brands, embedded as they are in

social circles, are uniquely qualified to attract intimate

disclosures.

Furthermore, brand equity models grounded in cognitive

psychology emphasize awareness as a foundational strength

pillar. Our analysis suggests a shift to more person-centric

indicators of awareness, such as celebrity and notoriety, with

different dynamics and complexities than sheer knowledge.

Positioning remains a central tool for person-brand managers,

but our data suggest refinements to recommendations on this

front as well. Whereas the classic paradigm stresses tight

control of brand meaning (Aaker 1996), the dynamics of

the two-bodied brand are accepting and encouraging of some

inconsistencies. We suggest a philosophy favoring more

degrees of freedom in brand positioning platforms and an open

meaning system for person-brands.

Finally, our analysis suggests refined metrics for effective

person-brand management. Risk is elemental in the practice of

person-branding, and if the Martha Stewart case makes any-

thing clear, it is that person-brands significantly affect the
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vulnerability of the firm’s cash flows. Brands have long been

recognized as risk management devices for the consumers who

buy and use them: strong brands reduce ego risk, financial risk,

risks of making poor decisions, and risks of wasting time

(Maheswaran, Mackie, and Chaiken 1992). Empirical studies

have considered the brand’s risk-mitigating role in the corpo-

ration (Madden, Fehle, and Fournier 2006). Still, brands have

yet to be fully incorporated within risk frameworks. Develop-

ing metrics to inform risk measurement will prove vital to

person-brand theory and practice. Our analysis suggests that

a brand’s risk profile can be usefully assessed by factors includ-

ing notoriety of the person, embeddedness of the brand in the

social conversation, size of the person’s social network, rela-

tive engagement of the press and intimate others in the brand

meaning–creation process, brand meaning platforms that con-

tradict human nature or unrealistically constrain the person, the

number and quality of management positions held by the per-

son, the presence of an internal doppelgänger, and manifesta-

tions of hubris. An informed tracking system capable of

gauging a person-brand’s ever-changing risk coefficient—the

brand beta—can allow for better planning, intervention, and

mid-course corrections than classic tracking metrics focused

on gauging brand beliefs versus competition.

Future Research

Future work could usefully explore the generalizability of our

model to other classes or types of person-brands. Although we

posit a general category of brands that are also people, the

reality is that variants of person-brands exist. In the literature

we considered are celebrities (human brands), celebrity CEOs,

and person-brands, including person-brands with fictitious peo-

ple (e.g., Aunt Jemima), and dimensions exist that might use-

fully qualify these exemplars. Martha Stewart, Oprah Winfrey,

and Ralph Lauren differ in the extensiveness of their brand

portfolios, number of product lines and brand extensions, pres-

ence and number of subbrands, adoption of a branded-house

versus house-of-brands architecture strategy, brand naming

conventions, notoriety of the person, and the person’s level

of involvement in brand decisions and operations, all of which

can influence the dynamics and management of the person-

brand. Turner (2004) distinguishes between celebrity earned

through achievement from celebrity manufactured through the

publicity machine. Might celebrity qualify different types and

processes of person-brands?

Ours is an extended case study of one person-brand, and

future work will, by necessity, probe validations and general-

izations of our model. Political person-brands offer rich fodder

in this exploration. Critiques of Hillary Clinton’s unsuccessful

2016 bid for the U.S. presidency implicate mechanisms in our

person-brand model: failed authenticity and intimacy resulting

from a too-careful management of the brand “with the result

that no one had a handle on who Hillary the person really is”

(Dean 2017). In President Donald Trump, one can readily see

the effects of hubris, the indelible effects of intimates vested in

reporting on his backstory in the press, and the reverberations

of an unpredictable personal Twitter feed. In another political

reflection of our model, person-brand Ivanka Trump, Donald

Trump’s daughter, sought to align herself with Trump the

brand but distance herself from Trump the person. Onstage at

Fortune’s Most Powerful Women Summit 2016, Ivanka

attempted a challenging social embeddedness argument, “that

she was both an important influence on her father yet com-

pletely removed from anything he did” (Kolhatkar 2016). In

June 2018, Ivanka shut down her brand. As we move forward to

validate our model, can we correlate chronic violations of the

principles of interdependence, balance, and consistency with

the market performance of person-brands? The Donald Trump

example is particularly evocative for purposes of replication

and extension. Donald Trump, perhaps the ultimate “bad boy”

person-brand, positions himself as hubristic and unpredictable.

Does this mean the Trump person-brand will not be imbal-

anced? How do inconsistency and imbalance apply when the

brand itself thrives on these principles? More generally, how

does brand meaning play into our model about the relative risk

and strength of person-brands?

The four aspects of the person and their contingency condi-

tions also offer research avenues. The conceptual richness of

hubris and unpredictability remain untapped in marketing the-

ory development. In current times, is hubris punished or valor-

ized? Does unpredictability increase tolerance by expanding

the person-brand meaning web to allow for assimilation of

discordant information and, thus, stronger person-brand atti-

tudes? Does scandal play a role in the effects of unpredictabil-

ity? Can internal doppelgängers exist for non-person-brands?

Finally, attention to the human side of person-brand

dynamics also suggests value in alternative theoretical frame-

works, as with the narratives that undergird person-brands.

Research has shown that narrative sustains a brand’s life

through richer consumer–brand relationships (Pahria, Avery,

and Keinan 2014; Russell and Schau 2014), and the power of

narrative in the form of the person’s life story is central to

person-brands. Do person-brands experience a narrative evo-

lution similar to movies or novels (Russell and Schau 2014),

for example, when the person is a complex and conflicted

protagonist in the story? Person-brands will continue to

remain all too human, which is the source of their challenge

and excitement. In today’s commercialized society, in which

many strive for their own person-brands, our two-bodied

framework can create value.
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